
Bushman’s RV Park Rally Standards

At Bushman’s Camp, we delight in extending our warmest hospitality to our guests. One of our
first contacts with guests is during the visit when they make their reservation, and knowing what
will make their stay with us most pleasant is our top priority. This high standard, as a park
property owned and operated by Kiepersol, sets Bushman’s apart and we take that standard
seriously. We appreciate that our guests understand and are always quick to partner with us in
providing this distinct experience!

We define a rally as an RV club of at least 10 RVs staying as a group for at least 3 nights.
1. Our rally guests enjoy a 15% discounted daily slot fee. We welcome RV clubs with

fewer RVs and/or fewer nights and they may qualify for an individual 10%
discounted daily slot fee where applicable (military or Good Sam).

2. Rallies must abide by the following procedure(s) for making rally reservations, with
no exceptions:
a. The Wagon Master calls Bushman’s to reserve, by credit card, the number of
slots and nights needed by the club.
b. A member of each RV household calls Bushman’s to secure their reservation,
providing the following: the names of every adult in the rig, a valid email address, a
valid phone number, the dates arriving/departing, the time arriving (if possible), the
length and amperage of the rig, and valid credit card information. If a Wagon Master
would like to secure each RV household’s reservation, providing all of this
information for each RV household on their behalf, this is permissible. Thirty (30)
days prior to the start date of the rally, any slots not secured through this process
will be released to the public.
c. If a club cancels their rally event between the date of making the
reservation and 30 days prior to the start date of the rally, the credit
card placed on file by the Wagon Master when he/she made the club’s group
reservations will be charged a $400 fee at the time of cancellation. (This is fewer
than the equivalent of eight 1-night slots.)
d. If a Wagon Master cancels individual slot reservations between the date that
he/she made the club’s reservations and 31 days prior to the start date of
reservations, no fees are charged. If an individual RV club member cancels their
reservation between the date they secured it by phone and 31 days prior to the start
date of the rally reservations, no fees are charged. If, however, a Wagon Master
cancels individual slot reservations 30 or fewer days before the start date of the
reservation, he/she will be charged a one-time $52.00 fee at the time of cancellation



for each slot canceled. Likewise, if an individual member cancels his/her secured
slot reservation 30 or fewer days before the start date of the reservation, he/she
will be charged a one-time $52.00 fee at the time of cancellation.

*Rally standards are subject to change at the discretion of ownership and/or
management.

Bushman’s Event Room Standards for Rallies

RV clubs who have group reservations may reserve the Event Room during their stay with the

following standards in place.

A. The Event Room is to be used “as-is.” Furniture may not be removed from the room. Wall

hangings may not be removed, punctured, or used for adhering any items.

B. A key to the room will be provided to the Wagon Master upon his/her check-in to Bushman’s,

and this key may be shared by other members of the group. It is to be returned to Bushman’s staff

or to one of the mailboxes in the laundry room (if the office is closed) once RV club guests have

finished using the space.

C. RV clubs understand that the security of any group or personal belongings is the responsibility

of the club guests.

D. All supplies in the Event Room are to remain in the space. They may not be removed for use

outside the Event Room.

E. Guests are expected to keep the room clean. This includes, but is not limited to:

1. Removing any foods/beverages from the refrigerator and/or freezer before departing;

2. Washing, drying all of the dishes used and placing them back where they belong;

3. Wiping down all surfaces so that no food particles or liquids remain;

4. Leaving supplies (dish soap, cloths, etc.) where they were when you arrived.

F. Rallies may reserve the Event Room according to the following fees:

# of Rigs # of Nights 1x Rally Rate



6-9 3+ $149

10-14 3+ $99

15+ 3+ Free


